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a method (synchronously) to spawn a thread. Suppose I have the following: public void PerformStuff() { Task task = Task.Run(() => PerformSomething()); task.Wait(); }
public void PerformSomething() { .... } void Application_Startup(object sender, EventArgs e) { Task.Run(() => PerformStuff()); } Then, I want to block view on the screen
while PerformStuff() is running inside PerformSomething() and I thought Wait() would do it. The problem is that PerformSomething() must set data in memory that is
never deleted and so it must live as long as the application. Therefore, when PerformSomething() is finished executing and Wait() is called to stop the execution, the
memory for my data is freed. Is there any way to accomplish this? Or I must just block the view until PerformStuff() finishes executing? A: I think I understand your
problem. Have you tried putting the code within the task into a using statement, like this: Task.Run(() => { using (var someData = new SomeDataClass()) {
PerformSomething(someData); } }); This will ensure that the memory is not freed until the code is complete. One was devoted to the restoration of the stalled career of
Whig hero William Pitt, but it was the "Dangers of Foreign War" that opened the campaign. Pitt's supporters (Hastings among them) had noticed that George III had no
enemies like their great hero Walpole. The king had no reason to fear rivals, and certainly had no real reason to fear a foreign power, since he had spent decades
fighting the French without much success, and in any case was fond of the French prince they called "The brother of my heart and soul
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